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ABSTRACT
A need for solving more and more complex problems drives
the Evolutionary Computation community towards advanced
models of Evolutionary Algorithms. One such model is the
island model which, although the subject of a variety of
studies, still needs additional fundamental research. In my
Ph.D. thesis I am aiming at studying the behavior of island
models with regard to the amount of cooperation between
islands, the level of heterogeneity and the difficulty of the
problem being solved. This paper presents the main ideas
and gathers preliminary results.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: I.2.8 [Artificial
Intelligence]: Problem Solving, Control Methods, and Search
— heuristic methods; I.2.11 [Artificial Intelligence]: Distributed Artificial Intelligence; G.1.6 [Numerical Analysis]:
Optimization — global optimization
General Terms: Algorithms, Performance, Experimentation
Keywords: evolutionary computation, island model, parameters, test suite, heterogeneity
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1.

INTRODUCTION

To speed up an evolutionary computation it is a common
practice to use multiple machines. Therefore we need to understand how to run evolutionary algorithm (EA) on many
computers, what changes need to be done and how it affects
the behavior of the system. Existing hardware solutions
support the usage of island models (IMs), in which separate
populations can reside on different machines, and an arbitrary topology of communication can be maintained using a
computer network. Clusters of machines show even higher
hardware integration and are another platform for running
IMs. On the other side, grids, which are heterogeneous networks of loosely connected computers can be also used for
computational purposes.
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IMs behave qualitatively different from standard EAs and
even using them on a single machine may produce different, possibly better solutions for many problems, especially
complex ones (for example in engineering). Separating individuals spatially from each other results in slowing down
the information flow between individuals, which may have
both desired and undesired results. A slower information
flow may stop temporarily best solution from dominating
the population and allow different building blocks or solutions to be discovered and later confronted, which is important in the context of engineering design and creativity.
On the other hand one can prevent successful mixing, which
could otherwise lead to constructing a novel solution.
There is a need for a better understanding of properties of
IMs. Despite the intuition and the existing research on particular properties, there is still no general theory describing
the behavior of IMs and explaining how to setup and manage IMs. Understanding the relations between parameters
would be an important step towards this goal.
A diversification of islands further impacts the behavior
of the model, and may intensify certain characteristics of
the system, which is a reason for studying heterogeneous
IMs. Particular subpopulations may be assigned to different
goals. It is important to answer how heterogeneity is related
to other parameters and when heterogeneous IMs are useful.
Using a model of how particular properties of an IM influence each other, it should be easier to construct adaptation
mechanisms for IMs (e.g. based on the dynamics of search
or self-adapting ones). Creating proper rules would diminish
the number of parameters required to be set in IMs.

2.

BACKGROUND

An IM is an approach to distribute EA. It divides individuals into subpopulations and allows for occasional exchange
of individuals (migrations). The simplest island model assumes the same global parameters for islands and the same
global parameters for migrations. Populations are characterized by their number, size and the EA type. Migrations
are described by the topology (denoting which islands send
individuals where — e.g. ring, torus or random topology),
size, frequency, and the emigration/immigration policy (how
we choose and insert migrants).
There has been much research done on IMs. Theoretical studies of takeover times were published for example by
Rudolph [9]. The number and size of populations were studied by Whitley et al. [14]. Cantú-Paz studied various parameters of island models (among others the population size,
the connectivity, the migration rate, the takeover time and

the selection intensity), some of them on more theoretical
models and others in more experimental setups [4]. There
exist models where migrations are triggered when certain
criteria are met (Branke et al. [3]), however fixed schedules
are much more popular and easier to analyze. Fernandez et
al. studied the population number and size, the topology
and the migration size and frequency in the context of GP
[6]. Alba and Troya studied the asynchronism of island models [1]. The diversity of populations was studied by Ursem
[13] and Gustafson [7].
Different representations, operators, strategies, etc. within
one system are possible in heterogeneous IMs, and they help
overcome many artificial constraints imposed by choices regarding the solving method. Changes in the exploration
distribution around a given solution due to different representations or genetic operators are described by neutrality
theory [12]. An interesting application of a heterogeneous
setup is Injection Island GA [5] or a related Hierarchical
Fair Competition model [8]. Switching representations dynamically (by ”shifting” Gray encodings) was presented in
[2].

3.

RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

The methodology used in the thesis will be primarily experimental. I will observe the changes in the behavior of an
IM while changing its properties.

3.1

Test suite and measurements

An appropriate test suite needs to be created and proper
measurements chosen. The test suite will consist of existing EA tests, modular functions, hierarchical problems and
finally one or two engineering domains. Each test should
have an adjustable complexity (e.g. by changing the number of dimensions). From existing EA test functions I will
choose several that are multimodal and relatively difficult
(e.g. Rosenbrock, Schwefel, Rastrigin or Griewangk functions). Modular problems should require that a recombination is used to solve them. For hierarchical problems for
example Watson’s H-IFF function should be a good choice.
A test-case generator for realistic non-stationary landscape
may be used [13]. A water distribution network simulator
is another possibility due to some already existing computational framework and research.
Several measurements should be considered. The most
obvious one is of course the fitness (specifically the best-sofar value). Others include the diversity of populations (local
and global) and some measure of the migrants behavior (e.g.
the number of their offsprings surviving) or others showing
the inside dynamics of an EA.

3.2

Relation between parameters

Experiments with the migration size, the migration frequency, the migration policy (its strength in terms of selection pressure), the topology (connectivity/diameter) and
the EA selection pressure should reveal their mutual relationship. For each pair of parameters, all combinations of
their values will be systematically analyzed and the performance measured. The goal is to understand the driving
forces of an IM.
Frequent and big migrations, strong migration policy, weak
selection in islands and dense topology should all increase
the importance of interaction between islands, relatively to
the evolution inside islands. This should lead to sharing the

same gene pool and ,intuitively, the behavior of such IM
should resemble the behavior of a panmictic model. On the
other hand, opposite values of the above parameters and the
dominance of the evolutionary processes over the migrations
yields a model resembling separated islands or multiple independent runs. For complex problems both cooperation
and individual evolution is needed and therefore the right
balance in terms of parameters is a key to achieve better results. The situation resembles striving for the right balance
between exploration and exploitation.
Many parameters of IMs can be combined together to describe how much islands are independent in their evolution,
and how much they cooperate with each other. It would be
desirable to construct a single characteristic describing how
much cooperation there is and show if and when the mapping P arameters → Cooperation → P erf ormance can be
used. It would reduce the dimensionality of an IM description and allowed for higher level studies with other properties.
It seems natural to assume that with a growing problem
complexity, one will need more cooperation between subpopulations to solve the problem. In the same time, each
population will have a more difficult and specific task to
achieve and therefore it will need more and more independence. So, the problem should be solvable if there is not
too much and not too little of cooperation. My assumption
is that as the problem complexity grows, the limits come
closer to each other, and finally for some complexity it becomes impossible to solve the problem.

3.3

Heterogeneity in island models

It seems that the evolution inside an island is more responsible for local changes, whereas migrations exchange already optimized solutions ”grown up” in different environments and thus a better general structure can be obtained.
Therefore island models should enable evolution at different
(at least two) levels of generality. It also seems that the
ability to explore various higher level structures of solutions
depends on how independently and individually evolution
proceeds in subpopulations. In addition, it is known that
for example fluctuating the selection pressure, or sporadically increasing the mutation level are in general good ways
out of a stagnation.
The restricted flow of information together with mating
and selection limited to each island create natural irregularities and borders, which may function as seeds for randomly differentiating the evolutionary process and making
it non-uniform. Differentiating islands (making the model
heterogeneous) directly enhances the desired features of IMs,
instead or counting on evolution getting diversified due to a
stochastic process.
Different operators or operators’ probabilities may influence the evolvability and regulate the degree and the direction of search. Different representations can in addition
introduce ”shortcuts” between distant solutions. Different
fitness functions may ”pull” evolution toward different goals
and be used in a multi-objective problem; or may focus on
different subparts of solutions, enhancing evolution by using a task division approach. Heterogeneity may also be
achieved by changing standard parameters of EAs. One of
the simplest options is to vary the selection pressure.
Since the heterogeneity causes a more independent search,
it may be the case, that it should be balanced by an in-
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creased level of cooperation. I expect results similar to the
hypothetical one shown in Figure 1. Heterogeneity should
both increase the maximal allowed and the minimal required
level of cooperation. Populations could cooperate more without the risk of becoming too similar, however they would
also get isolated easier and evolve incomparable solutions.
These changes could affect the solving capability of the IM,
as shown in Figure 2.
By experimenting with the level of heterogeneity and previous parameters, I hope to answer how they are related,
and when heterogeneity is useful. Both previous test functions and tests specially designed for heterogeneous islands
will be used. The ultimate goal of this research will be to
understand how cooperation level, the heterogeneity level
and the problem difficulty influence the performance of an
IM and how to choose the first two, given a specific problem
to solve.

3.4

Adaptation

The part of research on adaptation will depend on the
results from the previous parts. Rules for adjusting IMs
should be created. As an example, one demanding bigger
heterogeneity in the beginning and smaller towards the end
of run may be created.

4.
4.1

PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Test suite

Several functions were created in so-far experiments. Four
of them were created with standard IMs in mind. Their
aims were to study the negative influence of cooperation
between islands (IM 1), the positive influence of cooperation
(IM 2, IM 3) and the influence of cooperation on overfitting
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Figure 2: A hypothetical influence of heterogeneity
on the solving capability of an IM
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Figure 3: IM3, average best-so-far value
(panmictic = 1.184, separated = 1.12)

global diversity

Figure 1: A hypothetical relation between the cooperation and the heterogeneity level
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Figure 4: IM3, average global diversity in runs with
different migration intervals, migration size = 10

to locally ideal solutions (IM 4) [11].
Another function was designed for studying heterogeneous
IMs (F ). The function is difficult for only binary or Gray
encodings, but is much easier when switching between representation is allowed [10].
Additionally, standard multimodal functions, known as
Rosenbrock, Rastrigin, Schwefel and Griewangk are also used.

4.2

Migration sizes and intervals

Two very basic and important parameters of island models are the migration size and interval. For different fixed
settings we studied combinations of these two parameters
within certain ranges. The results are presented in [11]. We
experimented with setups of 2 and 5 islands, random (dynamic) topology and a policy choosing and replacing random
individuals. The performance of the EA was measured with
the average best-so-far value from all islands and multiple
runs. IM 1, IM 2, IM 3, IM 4, Rosenbrock, Schwefel, Rastrigin and Griewangk functions were used. An exemplary
result for IM 3 function is shown in Fig. 3. Additional analysis of diversity helped explaining the behavior of the IM.
Very frequent migrations turned out disadvantageous. Measuring genetic diversity showed that too frequent migrations
cause islands to dominate others and lose global diversity
before they are able to exchange solutions to produce better results. If one waits long enough before migrating, the
global diversity remain large, even though local diversities
drop between migrations (Fig. 4). This means that different
islands converge to different peaks. Exchange of individuals
at this point results in a better average fitness.
Rare migrations cause the model to converge slower. Therefore if the time is limited, too large intervals should be
avoided. Interestingly, with large intervals, moderate size
migrations caused the fastest convergence. Large sizes probably prevented mixing of populations and small migrations

Finally the behavior on Rosenbrock, Schwefel, Rastrigin and
Griewangk functions was tested. The IM was found either
comparable or statistically better than single representation
EAs on the tested problems.
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Figure 5: A single run of a heterogeneous IM. The
mutual influence of populations by means of migrations is very visible
happened to boost diversity. We observed little sensitivity
of best-so-far value to the migration size of small and moderate values, whereas migrating whole populations obviously
degraded the performance. Apparently, even a small migration is enough to maintain cooperation between islands.
In general, we found that the performance was determined
by at least several factors and thus one cannot base it simply
on the level of cooperation. However, for moderate values
of the parameters we could notice a similarity in the behavior of runs with the same average number of individuals
per generation, so maybe within certain ranges we could
combine parameters into fewer ones. The issue needs more
investigation.
Another side result from the experiments is that the island model can produce better results and is truly qualitatively different from both the panmictic and separated
populations models. IM’s ”sweet spot” contained small to
moderate values of parameters and is not connected to regions that would correspond to one big population (frequent
big migrations), nor to many separated ones (rare and very
small migrations).

4.3

Heterogeneous representations

In another set of experiments with IMs we used different
representations in each island [10]. The model transforms
individuals from one representation to another during migrations. A local optimum in one representation need not
be a local optimum in the other representation. Therefore
by switching representations in some cases we are able to
”escape” from such suboptimal solutions and to solve problems that are difficult for single representation EAs.
We illustrated this approach with a two population island
model in which one island uses a standard binary encoding
and the other island uses a standard reflective Gray code.
The function F from the test suite was used. Not surprisingly, single populations using just one encoding usually fail
to find the global optimum. The situation changes when we
allow for the island model with both representations in the
same time. On Figure 5 the best-so-far curves from a single
run with two representations and rare migrations (every 50
generations) are shown. One can clearly see the influence
of migrations and the switching roles of populations which
help each other.
To study the robustness of the model we conducted several sets of experiments. We tested the model using two
crossover types (two-point and uniform) and two selection
strategies (ranked with elitism and binary tournament). Similar analysis was performed for different levels of migration.

CONCLUSIONS

The preliminary experiments mostly confirm our predictions about IMs. Some are however counter-intuitive. It is
important to understand whether these are exceptions from
the theory, or whether we should update the model. To
understand what the reasons for such unexpected behaviors are, we need to know what happens inside the islands.
This can be achieved by using proper measures (for example tracking different genes through generations). Of course,
further experiments are needed.

6.
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